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Abstract
In volumetric image analysis and visualization, challenges have be induced by the increasing
size of volume over recent years. Rendering and interacting with a volume with reduced size is
preferable and highly needed. The primary concern in producing such downsized volumetric images
is to preserve the important structures and those of the user’s interest, such as boundaries between
materials. Typical volume reduction approaches usually perform uniform subsampling without the
awareness of user-specified parameters such as the opacity and color transfer functions. However,
it is also handy for the algorithm to have “global” encoding and control over the entire volume,
meanwhile revealing some features of the data while it is being downsized. This thesis aims at
providing a means of such type, extended from the famous seam carving operator that has been
used widely in the task of image and video retargeting.
Our work applies and extends the seam carving algorithm for videos proposed by Rubinstein
et al. to downsize three-dimensional volumetric images. This extended technique computes and
removes from the volume two-dimensional seams, or what we name and define as sheets, to reduce
the size of the volume with minimum loss of important details measured by gradient. We aim
at learning through experimentation the visual quality of seam carved volumetric images, making
improvements based on feedback and potentially paving ways towards applications. With the great
flexibility of the graph cut formulation, we implement in our algorithm the existing backward and
forward energy optimization, and add extensions including isosurface protection and the encoding
of the opacity transfer function.
At the visual level, experimental results tell us when applied alone with fixed parameters, volu-
metric seam carving outperforms trivial approaches in preserving important structures only for part
of the datasets, on which discussions are included at the best knowledge of the author.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 The need for volume data reduction
Advancing acquisition technologies bring scientists and engineers higher-resolution volumes with
much larger number of voxels, which in turn poses challenges on both storage and rendering costs.
Compression is a solution for more efficient storage, however runtime decompression is slow and
not feasible as the size of volume being rendered can still by too large for performing interactive,
real-time analysis.
Data reduction “remains one of the important themes in the field of visualization” [WWLM11], as
Wang et al. proposes a technique for volume data reduction while preserving certain features. Their
technique combines transfer function encoding, voxel repositioning (from mesh) and resampling,
which works effectively on volume data reduction. Another track of volume reduction approaches
involve building a hierarchy of multi-resolution datasets, i.e. providing versions of the volume at
different levels of resolution, which allows renderer while the view being zoomed in/out to select the
optimal resolution for both efficient and high-quality rendering.
Goal of this thesis
Addressing the task of volume data reduction, this thesis focuses on reducing the size of a three-
dimensional volume using an extended version of seam carving [AS07], an algorithm that originally
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resizes and changes the aspect ratio of 2D images by successively removing “seam paths” from the
image, where a seam is a set of pixels containing the least amount of details. The original seam
carving algorithm will be discussed in Section 2.1.3.
The initial incentive of this thesis is to provide a reformulation of the same idea of seam carving
for volumetric images, which will find and remove “seam manifolds” or “sheets” that contain the
least amount of important three-dimensional structures. Such a tool could help learn more about
volumetric images as well as the downsizing task itself. The primary transition from 2D to 3D will
be the content: both information encoded in image and the topology of scalar values are different
from those of 2D images. What used to work well in 2D may no longer be suitable for volumetric
images, and evaluation becomes harder as metrics are not straightforward to define.
As our progress goes, we read the paper by Rubinstein et al. that formulates the seam carving
operator for videos [RSA], which are spatial-temporal volumes and are an exact match of the type
of general volumetric images. This algorithm formulates the underlying optimization problem using
graph construction and solving for the graph minimum cut, which matches the connections between
voxels with arcs in the constructed graph and is handy for potential analysis on topology. Therefore
we decide to implement such algorithm and move forward to learn about what it can do and how it
affects volumetric images. We name it volumetric seam carving, which is a discrete approach that
is neither in the “uniform subsampling” nor the “building hierarchy” category.
1.2 Volumetric images
The term volumetric image or 3D image refers to digitalized three-dimensional image, which
in computer memory is a three-dimensional array of data (usually scalars) associated to their entry
positions. In cuboid form, a volumetric image is also viewed as a stack of two-dimensional image
slices. Each of the cells in the cuboid is called the voxel, in abbreviation of the terms “volume
element” just like “pixel” in a 2D image.
The history of three-dimensional display of real-world objects can date back to the invention
of the stereoscope by David Brewster in 1840s [Ins96]. Modern technology allows acquisition of
three-dimensional spatial data as volumetric images in various ways, which are led by the following:
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Computed Tomography (CT): reconstructions from projections, by a fan of X-ray beams going
through the object from various directions.
Magnetic Resonance Tomography (MRT, or MRI for “Imaging”): used commonly in microscopy, a
serial of cross-sections through the object where each cross-section results in one slice.
Ultrasound Imaging / range images: a two-dimensional image, in which each pixel records the
distance between viewer and the nearest object in the scene; several such images are taken from
various directions such that a compilation into a three-dimensional object is made.
Visualizing volumetric images is challenging but also rewarding, since they encode much richer
(especially relative spatial) information than a single 2D image does. Three general approaches are
applied to visualize a volumetric image: slicing, isosurfacing and volume rendering. Fig. 1.1 gives
an example of the three approaches on a human brain dataset.
Figure 1.1: Visualizing an MRI image of human brain.
Left: slicing; middle: isosurfacing; right: volume rendering.
What makes volumetric images stand out and differ from 2D images is mostly induced by their
topology, namely the connectedness and neighborhood relationship of structures in the image. For
instance, defining “edges” in 2D images is much easier than in 3D images, as in the latter each voxel
may have up to 26 neighboring voxels depending on the definition of adjacency, while in the former
each pixel has only up to 8. Meanwhile, the biggest advantage of 3D images is its encoding of spatial
information of the entire scene, compared to 2D images which usually can only represent projections
of the scene as it depends heavily on the view angle. Consequently, while a big part of efforts on
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2D image analysis is on how to recover spatial structure and information within a scene, volumetric
images by their nature already have such information encoded in the data and thus only await the
process of discovery and learning. Gabriele Lohmann summarizes in his book “Volumetric Image
Analysis” [Loh98] the main goals of analyzing volumetric images:
1. Preparation for visualization, and for other subsequent processing. Examples include denoising,
smoothing and contrast enhancement.
2. Geometric alignment for more than two different images, to make comparisons possible.
3. Automatic extraction of structures, or on the opposite side, removal of non-interested structures.
One example is the “brain peeling” in brain anatomy, which serves as a preprocessing step for further
observations and processing.
4. Image understanding, such as segmentation, labeling (classification) and feature detection.
In the context of volumetric image analysis, a majority of applications are with medical images,
as well as CT scan of mechanical parts and miscellaneous ones from scientific simulations where the
data attributes have domain-specific meanings.
4
Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Image retargeting
2.1.1 Overview of approaches
“Image manipulation has been around ever since photography has been around,” the quote from
talk “The Vision of Image” by Ariel Shamir [Sha10] appropirately summarizes both the role of and
the reason why people manipulate images. Image retargeting, as one of the image manipulation
tasks, is the process of resizing a source image to a target one of arbitrary size, using continuous
transform or pixel manipulation. The content-aware image retargeting takes the content of image
into consideration so as to minimize distortions and the loss of important regions during the process
[VTP+10]. With the explosion of the images on the web and especially the need to adapt to and
present images on smaller mobile devices, many content-aware methods to manipulate and resize
both images and videos have been proposed since the middle of last decade [SS].
The 2010 survey paper by Rubinstein et al. [RGSS10] for the first time evaluated results from
existing image retargeting methods both quantitatively and qualitatively. Instead of laboriously
collecting ground-truth from artists or finding an objective computational measure, they conducted
a comparative study by testing eight representative image retargeting algorithms (seven plus simple
scaling) over the same set of test images. Moreover, subjective analysis was also performed in this
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survey, based on the following three main objectives of image retargeting concluded from various
approaches:
1. Preserving content in the image, dictated usually by a saliency or importance map;
2. Minimizing visual artifacts in the resulting image;
3. Preserving internal structures in the image.
2.1.2 Discrete and continuous methods
Image retargeting approaches are categorized as discrete or continuous [SS], inherently depending
on whether the image is treated as a discrete sample in the form of matrices, or continuous field
data.
Discrete methods compute and remove from or add into the original image individual or
patches of pixels, working at the pixel level. Typical examples include seam carving [AS07], multi-
operator [RSA09] and streaming video [KLHG09].
Continuous methods are usually warping-based where the warping or mapping from orig-
inal to target size image is optimized with constraints that preserve important features. Non-
homogeneous warping [WGCO], optimized scale-and-stretch [WTSL08], shift-maps [PKVP09] and
energy-based deformation [KFG09] are representatives of continuous methods.
2.1.3 Seam carving
The seam carving for content-aware 2D image resizing was proposed in 2007 by Shai Avidan
and Ariel Shamir [AS07]. The two biggest contributions of seam carving are:
• Formulation of the “seam path” , as a set of connected pixels from top row to the bottom,
the removal of which will result in the reduction by one of the corresponding dimension.
• Optimization of the seam based on energy with an elegant solution using dynamic
programming.
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Here we write down the mathematical definitions of seam carving for 2D images, with notations
interpreted in accordance with our definitions for 3D version in Section 3.1.
First, let I¯ be a w by h image where w, h are width and height respectively:
I¯ =
{
I(x, y)
∣∣ x ∈ [0, w), y ∈ [0, h)} (2.1)
as a sample of size w × h of a scalar field I : R2 → R, where x, y ∈ Z.
We use e1(I) to denote the energy function based on the L1-norm of gradient of a scalar field
I, defined over the same domain as I. e is indexed at a given position p = (x, y) using the notation:
e1
(
x, y
)
=
∣∣∣∣ ∂∂xI(x, y)
∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣ ∂∂y I(x, y)
∣∣∣∣ (2.2)
which decides the choice on pixels to be removed, as pixels with lower energy values are less noticeable
and so will more likely be chosen.
A vertical seam, or x-seam, is defined as a connected set of position coordinates from the top
row to the bottom row, with exactly one pixel per row:
sx =
{
sxj
}
=
{(
x(j), j
)}
(2.3)
s.t. j ∈ Z, 1 6 j 6 h, and
∀j, ∣∣x(j)− x(j − 1)∣∣ 6 1
where x(·) is an integer map Z→ Z; sxj represents a position in 2D space with integer coordinates.
The definition of a horizontal seam follows the same set of constraints.
Finally, the optimal seam (x-seam as example) is defined as a valid seam satisfying 2.3 that
contains the least amount of total energy among its pixels:
sx∗ = min
sx
h∑
j=1
e1
(
sxj
)
(2.4)
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where sxj is the position of a pixel on the seam. We extend these definitions to 3D in Section 3.1 as
the foundation of the 3D operator.
2.1.4 Related work
Seam carving with three-dimensional information:
The encoding of information in a three-dimensional scene can be in different representations in
data, such as a stack of 2D images, multiple image acquired from various angles, a single volume
representing the whole scene, or geometry in simplicial complexes Although this thesis does not
work on mesh or triangulated data, the work of geometry seam carving proposed by Dekkers and
Kobbelt in 2014 [DK14] is inspiring to us, as a tool for mesh geometry deformation.
The past decade of study and applications with 3D scenes in computer vision involve heavily
on the modern depth cameras. The information encoded in the depth channel is appealing to
researchers, and for instance the depth-aware seam carving was proposed in 2013 by Shen et al.,
claimed to be the first work that applies depth map in 2D seam carving [SWL13]. They define
energy function based on the just noticeable difference (JND) model and the depth map, which
generates better results than the original and its previous improvements on seam carving operator.
The work by Wang et al. in 2015 [WTL15] resembles our work the most, where the graph cuts
based seam carving operator for videos is applied for automatic volume reduction, although the
authors named it “surface carving” and did not explicitly address the contribution by Rubinstein et
al. to solve seam carving using graph cuts [RSA].
2.2 Graph cut in image processing and computer vision
Graph cuts has been applied on lots of low-level computer vision problems (pixels manipulation,
feature extraction etc.) since its first application in 1989 on binary images [GPS89]. This section
gives an overview of typical computer vision and image processing applications that take advantage
of the graph cuts formulation, before a brief review of graph basics and the max-flow min-cut
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theorem. The major references in this section are [BM76], [Par15] (2.2.1–2.2.2) and [BK04] (2.2.3).
2.2.1 Graph basics
Graph : The mathematical definition of a graph G is an ordered triple
(
V (G), E(G), φG
)
, where
V (G): the non-empty vertex set.
E(G): the edge set, E ⊂ V × V .
ψG: the incidence function that associates each edge in E(G) with an unordered pair of
vertices in V (G).
The vertices (e.g. as integer numbers) can be directly stored in an array. To support com-
mon graph operations, such as vertex/edge traversal, finding incident edges/vertices to a particular
vertex/edge etc., the edges (pairs of vertices) need to be handled differently.
A graph is considered connected if all pairs of its edges have a path, a sequece of edges.
For distinguishing edge with the notion of “edges” in digital image processing, from this point
on we use arc the edge in graph defined above.
Directed Graph : The above definition assumes the arcs of the graph have no direction. On many
practical cases the arc is directional, pointing from one end to the other. The directed graph D is
defined as an ordered triple
(
V (D), A(D), φD
)
, where V , A are still the vertex set and the arc set
of D. The difference is that the incidence function ψD associates each arc in A(D) with an ordered
pair of vertices in V (D). In other words, arc a represented as ψD(a) = (u, v) is different from arc b
as ψD(b) = (v, u), where u, v are vertices of the graph.
Network : A network N is defined as its underlying directed (and connected, in the context of
this thesis) graph D which has two distinguished subsets of vertices S and T , and a non-negative
integer-valued function c defined on the arc set of D, in which:
• The vertices in S and T are disjoint and non-empty, as vertices in S are the sources of N and
vertices in T are the sinks of N .
• Intermediate vertices are those neither sources nor sinks, the set of which denoted as I.
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• c is the capacity function of N ; its value on arc a is the capacity of arc a. In other words,
each arc has a capacity value.
Flow : Given A flow in a network N is an integer-valued function f defined on the arc set A of N ,
such that
0 6 f(a) 6 c(a), ∀a ∈ A (2.5)
and
f−(v) = f+(v), ∀v ∈ I (2.6)
where c(a) is the capacity or cost of an arc. The constraint 2.5 is called the capacity constraint,
suggesting the flow on an arc cannot exceed its capacity. The f−(v) denotes the sum of flow “entering”
the intermediate vertex v (that of all arcs pointing towards v), and vice versa for f+(v). 2.6 is
called the conservation condition, as for any intermediate vertex v, the sum of incoming flows equals
to the sum of outgoing flows. It is obvious from 2.6 that the sum of outgoing flows of sources S
equals to the sum of incoming flows of sinks T .
Value of Flow : Denoted as |f |, is the sum of flows of all outgoing arcs of sources S, namely
|f | =
∑
a∈S
f(a), a is an outgoing arc of a source vertex (2.7)
Maximum Flow : In a given network N , a flow f is the maximum flow if there is no other flow f ′
in N such that |f ′| > |f |.
Note that the flow is an integer-valued function defined on the arcs of a network, therefore the
maximum flow is the function f among all possible function that achieves the maximum flow value
|f |. For better understanding, it is important to recall that any flow here must be “valid”, meaning
by its definition it must satisfy 2.5 and 2.6. Thinking of the entity of flow as water and arcs as
pipes, the maximum flow resembles a “steady state” when the sprinkler (which controls the total
amount of water on pipes out of S) is turned to the maximum while the water is flowing steadily
within the pipes from S to I and to T , without any single drop going over the entire system of pipes.
For simpler annotation, the maximum flow is also referred to as max-flow, which will be used
from this point on.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.1: Network with one source and one sink.
In practical cases of finding a max-flow, the network N is usually reduced to N ′ that has only
one source vertex s and one sink vertex t. The s and t in N ′ are additional vertices adjoined
to N , which means N ′ has two more vertices than N . Each of the former sources si is connected
to the new source s through an arc out of s, and each of the former sinks ti is connected to the
new sink t through an arc into t. The example in Fig. 2.1 illustrates a normal network N and the
corresponding constructed N ′.
In such a network with one source s and one sink t, the two s and t are normally called
terminals, which correspond to, in the context of computer vision tasks, the two classification labels
to be assigned to vertices, which correspond to pixels. Naturally, more than two terminals (and
thus labels) are allowed in a graph construction, but in this thesis only the two-terminals case is
discussed.
Cut : In a network with one source and one sink, a cut (also referred to as s/t cut) C is a set of
arcs of the form (s, t), where S and T are two disjoint subsets of the vertex set V and s ∈ S, t ∈ T .
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In other words, C ⊂ S × T . Each arc in cut C has one end vertex in S, one end vertex in T . The
direct outcome of a cut is that it gives a partitioning of all vertices into two disjoint subsets.
It is worth noticing while the cut is viewed as two resultant vertex sets, its mathematical definition
is a set of arcs.
Cost of Cut : The cost (also referred to as capacity) of a cut C is the sum of costs of its arcs:
cost C =
∑
a∈C
c(a) (2.8)
2.2.2 The max-flow/min-cut theorem
First proven by Ford and Fulkerson [FJF09] and Elias et al. [EFS56] almost at the same year
(1955 and 1956), the max-flow min-cut theorem bridges the maximum flow and the minimum cut,
by establishing the “co-existence” of them:
Theorem. (Max-flow min-cut theorem) In any network, the value of a maximum flow is equal to
the capacity of a minimum cut.
It is of central importance in graph theory as many theoretical results are easy consequences of
this theorem. In this thesis, finding a seam in a volumetric image is equivalent to the problem of
solving for the minimum cut in a graph that is constructed from the image.
2.2.3 Progression of applications
Graph cut has been the employed to solve a variety of low-level image processing and computer
vision problems for decades by researchers. Examples include “binary” problems as binary image
denoising, which can be solved directly with graph cuts, and image smoothing, image segmentation
and other tasks that involve optimization.
In a 2006 survey paper, Boykov and Veksler gives a summary on existing computer vision/image
processing applications and approaches in literature that use the graph cuts as an optimization tool
[BV06]. According to the two authors, graph cuts have proven to be “a useful multidimensional
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optimization tool” and “can enforce piecewise smoothness while preserving relevant sharp discon-
tinuities”. We illustrate some key papers mentioned in [BV06] chronologically in Table 2.1 as the
progression of these max-flow/min-cut algorithms.
Table 2.1: Progression of max-flow/min-cut algorithm in vision, 1989–2004
Year Paper Contribution
1989 Exact Maximum A Posteriori
Estimation for Binary Images [GPS89]
First discover the power of min-cut/max-flow
algorithms (from combinatorial optimization)
in minimizing energy functions in vision.
Constructed a 2-terminal graph such that the
minimum cost cut gives a globally optimal
binary labeling L of all pixels in the image.
1998
A Maximum-Flow Formulation of the
N -Camera Stereo Correspondence
Problem [RC98]
First to use graph cut technique to compute
multicamera stereo.
1998
Segmentation by Grouping Junctions
[IG] and Markov Random Fields with
Efficient Approximations [BVZ98]
Showed that with the right edge weights, one
can minimize a fairly general energy function
with linear interaction penalties.
2001 Fast Approximate Energy Minimization
via Graph Cuts [BVZ01]
α-expansion algorithm finds provably good
approximate solutions, by interactively
running min-cut/max-flow on appropriate
graphs.
2003 Exact Optimization for Markov Random
FIelds with Convex Priors [Ish03]
Generalized the graph construction to handle
arbitrary convex cliques.
2003 Computing Geodesics and Minimal
Surfaces via Graph Cuts [BK03]
Studied cut metric on regular grid-graphs;
showed that discrete topology of graph-cuts
can approximate any continuous
Riemannian metrix space. Established the
link between two standard energy minimization
approaches: 1) combinatorial graph-cut
methods, 2) geometric methods based on
level-sets.
2004 What Energy Functions Can Be
Minimized via Graph Cuts? [KZ04]
Theoretical properties of graph
constructions. But only on energy functions of
binary variables, with double and triple cliques.
The full potential of graph cut in multi-label
cases was still not entirely understood.
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Another paper titled “An experimental comparison of min-cut/max-flow algorithms for energy
minimization in vision”, came out in 2004 by Boykov and Kolmogorov [BK04]. This work mainly
contributes by:
• Experimentally comparing the running time of several max-flow/min-cut algorithms on graph,
for typical applications in vision.
• Describing a new max-flow/min-cut algorithm, which in practice significantly outperforms
other standard algorithms from combinatorial optimization.
which provides an efficient solution to the problem. In this thesis, the part of workflow that solves
for the minimum cut is also implemented with the above algorithm.
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Chapter 3
Algorithm
The seam carving operator [AS07] removes from a 2D image I¯ a “seam” of connected pixels
judiciously where the seam goes from top row to bottom row, with exactly one pixel per row.
Progressively removing such seams achieves content-aware image retargeting, since the operator
minimizes the amount of details in a seam, specifically the salient strucutures such as edges, and
hence tricks our eyes.
This work aims at re-formulating this same idea for volumetric images I(x, y, z), where instead
of finding the best one-dimensional seam to remove, the operator needs to remove the best two-
dimensional seam (alike “column” versus “plane”). To provide a mathematical foundation, we first
need a set of definitions in Section 3.1, in parallel to what has been defined in [AS07].
3.1 Definitions
Image
We define a three-dimensional grayscale image
I¯ =
{
I(x, y, z)
∣∣ x ∈ [0, w), y ∈ [0, h), z ∈ [0, d)} (3.1)
as a sample of size w × h × d of a scalar field I : R3 → R, where x, y, z ∈ Z and w, h, d are
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the width, height and depth of the image respectively. We allow indexing by position and let
I¯(x, y, z) = I(x, y, z).
Energy function
Based on the L1-norm of gradient [AS07], we define the energy function e1
(
I
)
of a three-
dimensional scalar field I, and refer to e1 at a given position as:
e1
(
x, y, z
)
=
∣∣∣∣ ∂∂xI(x, y, z)
∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣ ∂∂y I(x, y, z)
∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣ ∂∂z I(x, y, z)
∣∣∣∣ (3.2)
in which (x, y, z) is the position of a voxel in the image, thus e1 : R3 → R. In our implementation,
the partial derivative
∂
∂x
I(x, y, z) is approximated as
1
2
(
I(x+1, y, z)−I(x−1, y, z)
)
with boundary
cases treated properly, and similarly for y and z components
Sheet (two-dimensional seam)
We define a x-sheet (for reducing x dimension) as a set of connected position coordinates in
three-dimensional space:
sx =
{
sxjk
}
=
{(
x(j, k), j, k
)}
(3.3)
s.t. j, k ∈ Z, 1 6 j 6 h, 1 6 k 6 d, and
sx satisfies both monoticity and connectivity [RSA]
where x(·) is an integer map Z2 → Z; h, d are height, depth of the image respectively; sxjk represents a
position in 3D with integer coordinates. The term “sheet” is chosen for its describing the rectangular
shape of such a “two-dimensional seam”, as oppose to in 2D images where “seam” is to describe the
line shape.
An x-sheet sx has the following properties:
1. Removing it leads to reducing the size in x dimension by one;
2. Contains h · d voxels.
In this thesis, we will only test our algorithm by carving x-sheets.
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Optimal sheet
The optimization goal is to find an x-sheet that contains minimal total energy. The definition
of the optimal x-sheet is as follows:
sx∗ = min
sx
h∑
j=1
d∑
k=1
e1
(
sxjk
)
(3.4)
3.2 Pipeline
Our pipeline takes as an input a 3D volume, which is processed to generate an output 3D
volume of smaller size presumably. The major algorithmic effort is solving from a three-dimensional
volume for a sheet that contains the least amount of total energy, using the minimum graph cut
formulation. This process takes as an input a volume, constructs a corresponding network, and
extract the minimum cut out of the network, whose left-vertices form the sheet. Figure 3.1 describes
the process of computing a sheet from a volume.
Figure 3.1: Compute a sheet from volume
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To remove an x-sheet from volume (Figure 3.2), we simply delete all seam voxels by clearing
their scalars, and shift voxels on one side (e.g. positive-x) of the seam towards the other direction.
The slice at x = xmax is therefore set as inactive, i.e. no longer a part of the volume. In Section
3.3, we discuss how to compute a 2D seam from volume using the graph cut formulation, as the core
of the operator proposed in [RSA].
Figure 3.2: Remove a sheet from volume
.
3.3 Volumetric seam carving using graph cuts
The optimization problem of finding the minimal energy cost seam in the original seam carv-
ing has been solved by dynamic programming [AS07]. However, in the efforts of solving for two-
dimensional seams in videos (spatial-temporal volumes), Rubinstein et al. found there is “no simple
extension of the dynamic programming algorithm to 3D space-time volume” [RSA], for which they
came up with the graph minimum cut formulation. This approach constructs from the volume a
directed graph, effectively a S-T network, in which every node corresponds to a voxel and nodes
are connected based on the neighborhood definition of voxels. Connecting nodes are the weighted
arcs, on which the weights encode the energy function in the way such that the minimum cut of the
network is matched exactly to the two-dimensional seam, i.e. sheet as the term used in this thesis.
Our project works on volumetric images using the above formulation for videos. Since the basic
graph construction for a 2D image and its proof have been already well documented in [RSA], this
section focuses on the extension to a volumetric image. For running time analysis, n is used to
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approximate the total number of voxels/nodes, i.e. n = w · h · d.
For effective description, we name such technique volumetric seam carving or sheet carving for
better simplicity. For instance, we say a volume is sheet carved to a smaller size meaning that a
certain number of sheets have been removed from it progressively.
1) Compute energy function
Follow the definition 3.2 to compute the energy function (a scalar) at each voxel at coordinate
(x, y, z), denoted as e1
(
x, y, z
)
. This is a O(n) time voxel-independent process, and results in an
extra buffer of space O(n) as an “energy-function volume”.
2) Construct graph
The first step is building a (directed) graph from voxels of the volume. As the algorithm will
compute a minimum S/T cut later, we need to add a source node S and a sink node T (known
as “terminal nodes”), as well as connecting them to nodes on the left- and right-most slices with
∞-weight directed arcs. Figure 3.3 illustrates the configuration for x-sheet, in which all the nodes
with x = xmin are connected to source S (S to node) and those with x = xmax connected to sink T
(node to T ).
Figure 3.3: Adding “terminal arc”s
The major effort is to add the remaining arcs and the associated weights. Fortunately, extending
the formulation from 2D to 3D is as straightforward as treating the volume as multiple 2D slices,
and adding arcs on a per-slice basis.
Figure 3.4 shows the assignment of arc weights in an atomic manner for a local group of four
voxels (nodes) on some XY slice, two bi-directional arcs are added to connect two horizontal pairs
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Figure 3.4: Energy-based arc weights in graph construction
of nodes, in which the weight of the forward (left-to-right, or source-to-sink) arc equals to the energy
value of the corresponding voxel of its left end-vertex. Meanwhile, two backward (with respect
to source-sink direction) diagonal arcs are added with infinity weights to maintain connectivity of
nodes vertically.
We first add, for each of all XY slices (there are D of them), arcs and associated weights using
configuration in Figure 3.4; then for each XZ slice do the same process except those horizontal (x-
directional) arcs, to avoid repeated arcs. In implementation, all arcs are added in as bi-directional,
and for those absent from the configuration we add them as 0-weight arcs, allow the cut go through
but have no impact on total cost of the cut.
The total number of non-terminal arcs m is at the order of n. Since adding one node or arc takes
both contant time and constant amount of memory, the total running time for graph construction
is O(m+ n) = O(n), using O(n) memory.
3) Solve for minimum cut
Given the graph constructed successfully as above, the only (and most important) computational
task left is to compute the graph’s minimum cut. The algorithm we choose to solve the graph max-
flow/min-cut problem is the one proposed by Boykov and Kolmogorov [BK04].
The worse-case complexity of this algorithm is O(mn2|C|), where m, n, |C| are the number of
arcs, the number of nodes and the cost of the minimum cut respectively, which in theory is worse than
those of some standard algorithms; however, it significantly outperforms other standard algorithms
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in practice [BK04]. We incorporate into our pipeline the C++ maxflow library implemented by the
author [Kol06], to construct the graph and solve for the minimum cut.
Figure 3.5: x-sheet computed from “engine” dataset
3.4 Forward energy
3.4.1 Limitation of the original operator
The biggest limitation of the original seam carving algorithm is that while it removes the
minimal-energy seam, it ignores the extra energy being introduced after the seam removal. This is
because when a seam is removed, new edges are created then the two sides of image joined together,
resulting in artifacts. The term backward energy is used in [RSA] for the original optimization
approach: they refer to such newly introduced artifacts as “energy that is ‘inserted’ into the retar-
geted image”, where the term “inserted” vividly and precisely depicts the moment the artifacts are
introduced.
Such artifacts are commonly observed in retargeted video, in cases for static 2D images and
in 3D images as well. Figure 3.6 is a typical example of volumetric seam carving on the “nucleon”
dataset to reduce 25% of width. Although the middle part is preserved almost as intact since most
of the computed sheets are away from the nucleon that is located in the center of volume (“wraps”
the enclosure sphere of nucleon), and as a result the shape of carved region has been distorted quite
a bit. The non-perpendicular angles where sheets intersect with the shape cause artifacts as sheets
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being removed.
Figure 3.6: Artifacts introduced by using backward energy, “nucleon” dataset
(left: original; right: sheet carved)
3.4.2 Graph construction using forward energy
The important idea of forward energy optimization is to make the operator “look forward”
at the resulting targeted image, minimizing the energy that can be introduced by seam removal
subject to the seam’s spatial layout [RSA]. Figure 3.7 illustrates the arc weight assignment for arcs
with respect to voxel v(x, y) on slice z = z0. Specifically, +LR =
∣∣ I(x − 1, y) − I(x + 1, y) ∣∣,
+LU =
∣∣ I(x, y − 1)− I(x− 1, y) ∣∣, and −LU = ∣∣ I(x− 1, y − 1)− I(x, y) ∣∣:
Figure 3.7: Forward energy graph construction
To assign weights for all arcs, we first go through eachXY slice and follow the above formulation;
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then do the same on all XZ slices but for non-horizontal arcs only (such that no duplicate arc is
added).
Figure 3.8: Backward vs. forward energy on “nucleon” dataset
3.4.3 Concrete example: handle of teapot
To demonstrate the advantage of forward energy optimization, we take an example with the
“BostonTeapot” dataset. Specifically, we experiment only the cropped subset of the teapot’s handle,
where the only connected component is the torus-like handle attached onto the body of teapot.
Figure 3.9 is a visualization of such subset volume, with comparison between two optimization
choices.
In practice, to sheet carve this particular teapot dataset without changing much of its shape
is very challenging. Suppose the teapot’s direction span along the x-axis from left to right (handle
to nozzle), a typical computed seam will end up over the handle because the material is less dense
or rich around the handle than the teapot’s body. Removing seams that intersect with the handle
can be damaging to the shape if the angle near the intersection between seam and handle is not
close to 90o. The backward energy-based seam, by its definition, prones to “stick on” the handle
follow the tangential direction of the object surface, which makes the handle thinner after successive
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Figure 3.9: Backward vs. forward energy, sheet carving 25% width
on handle of “BostonTeapot” (rendered as one feature isosurface)
removals and eventually breaks the handle into more than one components. On the other hand,
forward energy improves such issues by generating seams that are more “perpendicular” to the
object surface, and turns out its result outperforms that of backward energy, visual-only here in
Figure 3.9 but significantly.
3.5 Isosurface protection
In practical situations, volumetric images are usually rendered and inspected with isosurfaces,
many of which represent interesting or important features of the dataset. When downsizing the
dataset, we do not want to lose those features and should find a way to let the resizing algorithm
be “aware” of certain isosurface(s). One of the techniques to extract an isosurface from three-
dimensional grid data (the category of volumetric images) is the well-known Marching Cubes [LC87],
and for two-dimensional grid Marching Squares. The geometric principle behind such techniques is
that finding a contiguous isosurface I−1(c) as a 2-manifold in 3D grid (1-manifold/isoline in 2D grid,
correspondingly) involves interpolation of values between two vertices v1, v2 where I(v1) < c < I(v2).
When interpolating on the arc between vertices (rather than within a simplex such as a triangle),
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the spatial location where isosurface I−1(c) intersects with the arc is determined. Figure 3.10
demonstrates how the isoline goes through such vertices in 2D grid data.
Figure 3.10: An isoline on 2-grid using Marching Squares
The graph cut based seam carving provides us a natural configuration for protecting certain
isosurfaces. In the graph constructed from the volume, arcs effectively connect nodes which corre-
spond to voxels in the volume. Since the graph minimum cut algorithm chooses a cut (a set of arcs)
with the minimal total cost, the task of protecting an isosurface I−1(c) is equivalent to the task of
protecting those related arcs that I−1(c) goes through from being chosen by the minimum cut. And
to prevent an arc from being in the minimum cut we simply need to penalize its weight to some
very high value (e.g. infinity). This process is done simply by one traversal through all arcs in the
graph as illustrated in Figure 3.11, where the ≤ 0 is used to penalize arcs that have a vertex on the
isosurface.
c : isovalue at which the isosurface is to be protected
E : arc set of the graph
e.left, e.right: left and right end vertices of edge e
Penalize-Weight (c, E)
For each arc e in E do:
If
(
c− I(e.left)) · (c− I(e.right)) ≤ 0 do:
Set weight of arc e to ∞
Penalty infinity-weight: in implementaton it is set to some large value instead of ∞
to avoid getting stuck in an infinite loop, when solving for the minimum cut.
Figure 3.11: Penalize arc weight to protect isosurface I−1(c)
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A common practice for inspecting volumetric datasets is isosurfacing, the processing of choos-
ing different isovalues and render the associated isosurfaces independently. In practice, the shape
(number of connected components, number of voids etc.) varies drastically among isosurfaces.
Figure 3.12: Example of different isosurfaces of “fuel” dataset
Figure 3.12 shows isosurfaces at several data values for the “fuel” dataset, the simulation data of
fuel injected into a combustion chamber [TC112]. The intensity value is negatively correlated to the
density of air, i.e. the lower the value, the more presence of air. One of the low-value isosurfaces,
I−1(10), is a good representative of the distribution of air in the chamber.
Without being aware of any interesting isosurface, no transfer function encoded and using back-
ward energy, a typical x-sheet computed from the “fuel” volume can carve through the part of the
injector where air and fuel are coming out (left figure in Figure 3.13), which contains more com-
plex structures in comparison to the stem of the injector. By applying the isosurface protection at
isovalue 5 for I−1(5), the seam is “re-located” to not going through the region of interest, since the
corresponding arc weights of the voxels have been penalized to keep the minimum cut away from
them.
Figure 3.13: Effect after protecting isosurface I−1(5) for “fuel”.
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Although the above isosurface protection does make a difference in that it “forces” the seam
to stay farther from where the majority of I−1(5) are located, the isosurface itself is located along
almost the entire x direction, making most positions difficult for an x-sheet to go through. A more
appropriate case to apply the isosurface protection is where important isosurfaces are “scattered”
spatially, such that it leaves space for the seam to go through while protecting one isosurface.
Figure 3.14 and 3.15 demonstrate such scenario when seam carving “hydrogenAtom” dataset, the
simulated spatial probability distribution of the electron in an hydrogen atom, residing in a strong
magnetic field [TC112]. The forward energy based seam chooses to go through the middle component;
while if the middle is some really important feature that the user wants to keep intact, protecting
some isosurface that includes the feature in a “spatially isolated” manner will force the seam away
from it.
Figure 3.14: Different isosurfaces, “hydrogenAtom” dataset
Figure 3.15: Effect after protecting isosurface I−1(20) for “hydrogenAtom”.
Effectively, encoding/protecting one or certain isosurface(s) is a special case of encoding the
entire range of data values. We observe later if the opacity transfer function is encoded appro-
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priately (Section 3.6), protecting certain isosurfaces will not make noticeable improvement on the
computed sheet, and improvement means the sheet voxels’ containing less important structures such
as boundaries between materials. Nontheless, the capability it provides to explicitly protect (or in
the opposite, “attract” the seam by penalizing with low arc weights) one or certain isosurfaces is
potentially appealing to practical tasks.
3.6 Opacity transfer function
Besides isosurface rendering, volumetric images are more often visualized via volume rendering,
the technique that provides the user with “spatial perception and interactive controllability of the
visual representation” [Ame]. The basic benefit that volume rendering has over isosurface rendering
is that it “provides much greater flexibility in determining how every voxel contributes to the final
image” [Kin99]. The transfer function plays the critical role in the volume rendering process, espe-
cially the opacity transfer function because it decides how much or less voxels at each data value
contribute to the final rendered image, i.e. how voxels occlude each other in the three-dimensional
scene. As of the reasons above, it is important to design a volume manipulation algorithm with the
awareness of the opacity transfer function.
We discuss how to encode the entire opacity transfer function (all data values involved) as a
parameter into the operator, as a generalization of isosurface protection (one or few data values
involved) in Section 3.5.
3.6.1 Mismatch between viewed and actual data
An obviously however easily omitted fact during our early-stage experiment is that what the
viewer sees (the rendered volume) is not what the operator is applied on (from which the
energy function computed). This is mainly because the region of interest is usually one (or multiple)
subset(s) of the original dataset, and to explicitly view them takes the adjustment of the opacity
transfer function to highlight important voxels and isosurfaces (the level sets of certain data values).
As the opacity function is set and edited, the rendered volume represents the key features of the
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dataset (or features of the user’s interest), but no longer represents the original scalar data values.
Figure 3.16: Non-intuitive sheet location, “bonsai” dataset
Figure 3.16 is an example of an x-sheet computed from the “bonsai” dataset with the volume
rendered in the same scene. The corresponding opacity transfer function is included. As we can
see from the rendered result, the only subset the user is interested in includes the stem, branches
and the container with soil at the bottom; anything else in the volume’s cubic domain is considered
as inactive, determined by the opacity transfer function. Intuitively, a sheet will span across the
scene either very close to the bounds (alike a slice) or close but wrapping the region of interest.
However, the x-sheet in Figure 3.16 (in red) has its upper half away from the region of interest by a
significant amount of space. Meanwhile, many convex structures are visible on the sheet that appear
like noise, which does not match and cannot be well explained by what is rendered as the content of
volume. Such a “mismatch” is seemingly confusing, and the reason is that the visualization phase
is “conceptually omitted” by the viewer.
The intuitive solution to eliminating this mismatch is to encode the opacity transfer function
into the operator.
3.6.2 Encoding opacity into operator
In order to let “what the viewer sees” indeed be “what the operator carves on”, we encode the
rendering information, specifically the opacity transfer function, into the volumetric seam carving
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operator. The direct outcome is the modification on the underlying scalar field (data values) and
energy function values.
Mathematical notations
For a position p = (x, y, z) in a volumetric image, let I = I(p) = I(x, y, z) denote the underlying
scalar field (assuming 8-bit data) as I : R3 → [0, 255] ∈ R.
Let t be the opacity transfer function defined on one-dimensional domain of scalar values, such
that t : [0, 255] ∈ R→ [0, 1] ∈ R while t ◦ I : R3 → [0, 1] ∈ R.
Table 3.1: Notations with meanings
Notation Range Actual range Meaning
t R→ R [0, 255]→ [0, 1] opacity transfer function
I R3 → R R3 → [0, 255] scalar field (function) of the image
t ◦ I R3 → R R3 → [0, 1] t compose I(
t ◦ I
)
· I R3 → R R3 → [0, 255] scalar field, weighted values
e R3 → R — energy function
Table 3.1 illustrates these notations with their associated meanings. When rendered, the data
values (scalars) are multiplied by their associated opacity values, which serve as “weights”. In other
words, volume rendering reveals
(
t ◦ I
)
· I intead of I.
Encoding opacity
Independent from rendering (opacity transfer function), the original seam carving operator op-
timizes on the computed energy scalar field e(I). The following are two intuitive ways to encode
the opacity (loosely, “carve on” is in the meaning of “compute energy from”):
1. e
(
t ◦ I
)
, carve on the opacity field
The operator is no longer applied directly on the original data, but the derived opacity scalar
field that dictates the importance of various scalar values.
Advantage: computes seam solely from opacity values, at the other extreme of e
(
I
)
.
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Problems: loses information dicatated by original data values (boundary between materials,
gradient magnitude etc.).
2. e
((
t ◦ I) · I), carve on weighted data values by opacity function
Point-wise multiplication of the opacity field t◦ I over data I provides a “weighted” scalar field
where opacity dictates the importance of all data values.
Advantage: encodes opacity transfer function while persisting information of original data, as
considered the most consistent to what is rendered/viewed.
Problems: does not solely represent the opacity scalar field, e.g. two data values with the
same opacity are treated differently, but this somehow is the reasonable outcome.
Both options have straightforward formulations for both backward and forward energy. Our
default is option two, which is the most truthful to the original the rendered volume as “what the
viewer sees”, an implicit principle that guides our design. Experiments performed to compare these
two options will be discussed in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 4
Software system
4.1 Interface and parameters
We build our software system interface for experimental tasks, which is demonstrated in Fig. 4.1
below. Table 4.1 gives a detailed description of modules in the window.
Figure 4.1: Software interface
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Table 4.1: Descriptions on viewports in Fig. 4.1
Label Description
1
Original volume, always the same size; text underneath shows
original and target size as the process goes
2 Isosurface, interactively controlled by the slider
3
Sheet carved volume, with the current x-sheet rendered in
quad mesh
4 Downsized volume by scaling and bilinear interpolation
5
Downsized volume by removing the best slice (slice with
minimum total energy)
6 Interactive controls:
6 –(1) Opacity transfer function, controlled by mouse interaction
6 –(2) Grayscale diverging colormap, fixed
6 –(3)
Buttons to toggle between options, for backward/forward
energy and encoding opacity transfer function
6 –(4) 1D slider for isosurfacing
The input and output of the system are both 3D volumes. Keyboard interactions help perform
single and progressive sheet removals, as well as writing output volume, taking screenshots etc. The
following illustrates the accessible parameters:
• Opacity transfer function
By mouse editing at 6 –(1), the opacity transfer function can be easily modified by the user to
adjust the volume rendering result.
• Optimization mode
The first part of 6 –(3) is a pair of selection options, for using backward or forward energy in
optimization.
• Encoding opacity mode
Two selection buttons “I” corresonds to the mode without encoding the opacity transfer func-
tion; while “t ◦ I · I” corresponds to e((t ◦ I) × I), the second method to encode the opacity
transfer function discussed in Section 3.6.
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• Current isovalue
The 1D slider is used to interactively change the isovalue for the isosurfacer (and immediately
re-render the isosurface as slided).
• Protect isosurface
The selection button “Protect it” for protecting the corresponding isosurface of the current
isovalue, using the approach discussed in Section 3.5.
and when any of the parameters is modified, the “Update sheet” button will turn green (for “ready”)
to press and re-compute the sheet based on the current parameters.
4.2 Implementation
The system interface and computations are implemented in C++, using the VTK (Visualization
ToolKit) library for graphical part and the Maxflow library [Kol06] by Kolmogorov for solving
the minimum cut. The implementation in this project moderately reveals the rich object-oriented
structures of VTK, as part of the objects (with their class names) used in the code are plotted
in a connected, directed graph in Fig. 4.2, where the direction of arrow represents “is-an-input-of”
relationship.
Information for compiling and development:
CPU: eight processors of frequency 833.664 MHz (CyberPowerPC)
RAM: 32.90 GB
Operating system: Linux 3.19.0-32-generic x86_64 (Linux Mint 17.3 Rosa)
Compiler: GNUCXX
C/C++ compiler identification: GNU 4.8.4
VTK version: 7.0.0
CXX flag: -Ofast for best performance
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Figure 4.2: Inheritance hierarchy of some VTK objects used in the
rendering pipeline (class name followed by number of variables)
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Chapter 5
Experimental results
5.1 Dataset
Our major data resource is the IAPR–TC18 3D image library [TC112], for the sixteen volume
datasets we use in the experiment. Before running the experiments, we pre-process the volumes by
cropping (selecting the subset of interest), and dividing them into four groups sorted ascendingly by
total number of voxels.
Pre-processing: manual crop
Without pre-processing sheets initially only go through the uninterested region in the three-
dimensional space, without intersecting regions where the object(s) are located. This is because the
objects are usually acquired with a slightly larger space to guarantee inclusion.
In order to let the experiment focus on the performance of downsizing the actual content,
specifically where the details dictated by the gradient are rich, we manually crop all the original
datasets appropriately until there is no large visible gap between the content and the bounding box.
Four groups sorted by volume size
By calculating the total number of voxels N = w × h × d of each volume and sorting them by
N ascendingly, we categorize the sixteen datasets into four groups with four volumes per group, for
efficient view and discussion. Table 5.1 illustrates the final sizes and information of all the datasets.
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Table 5.1: Datasets used in experiments
Tier Name Width Height Depth N Description
1
nucleon 41 41 41 68,921
Simulation of the two-body
distribution probability of a nucleon in
the atomic nucleus 16O if a second
nucleon is known to be positioned at
r′ = (2fm, 0, 0).
silicium 64 34 34 73,984 Simulation of a silicium grid.
fuel 64 36 36 82,944
Simulation of fuel injection into a
combustion chamber. The higher the
density value, the less presence of air.
neghip 64 64 64 262,144
Simulation of the spatial probability
distribution of the electrons in a high
potential protein molecule.
2
hydro-
genAtom 128 104 104 1,384,448
Simulation of the spatial probability
distribution of the electron in an
hydrogen atom, residing in a strong
magnetic field.
heart 131 104 104 2,307,303 MRI scan of human heart.
statueLeg 166 221 93 3,411,798 CT scan of a leg of a bronze statue.
lobster 253 253 56 3,584,504 CT scan of a lobster contained in ablock of resin.
3
MRbrain 189 199 99 3,723,489 MRI scan of human brain.
engine 157 216 128 4,340,736 CT scan of two cylinders of an engineblock.
golfball 163 166 171 4,626,918 CT scan of a golf ball.
Boston-
Teapot 241 139 178 5,962,822
CT scan of the SIGGRAPH 1989
teapot with a small version of the AVS
lobster inside.
4
bonsai 181 221 256 10,240,256 CT scan of a bonsai tree.
aneurism 216 226 241 11,464,656
Rotational b-plane x-ray scan of the
arteries of the right half of a human
head. A contrast agent was injected
into the blood and an aneurism is
present.
foot 231 256 256 15,138,816
Rotational b-plane x-ray scan of a
human foot. Tissue and bone are
present in the dataset.
skull 256 256 256 16,777,216 Rotational b-plane x-ray scan ofphantom of a human skull.
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5.2 Comprehensive test: comparison to trivial approaches
We ran the experiment on each of all sixteen datasets as listed in Table 5.1 to perform volume
downsizing with volumetric seam carving and two other trivial methods. The descriptions of task
and the methods are as follow:
5.2.1 Methods
We compare volumetric seam carving against other two trivial methods of resizing data, scaling
and removing the “best slice”, all reducing the x dimension to 2/3 of its original. The downsized
volumes have indeed width 1/3 smaller than that of the original. Each method independently takes
a copy of the original volume independently and progressively downsizes it. Specifically,
Volumetric seam carving: Use forward energy optimization, and encode the opacity transfer
function (as associated with each dataset in Fig. 5.1–5.4) in the form of e
(
(t ◦ f) · f
)
to carve w/3
x-seams progressively, where w is the width of original volume.
Scaling: Perform scaling with bilinear interpolation along x dimension for w/3 times progressively,
each time reducing x dimension by one.
Best slice: Compute among the w YZ slices (a set of h by d voxels, perpendicular to the x axis)
the one that has the least total energy dictacted by e ◦ f , as the “best slice”, and remove it from the
volume. Progressively compute and remove YZ slices for w/3 timess will make the volume’s width
1/3 smaller than the original.
5.2.2 Results
Figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 in the following four pages illustrate the results in four groups
(sorted by size). The pictures are screenshots from volume rendering, with the associated opacity
transfer function (left) and shading turned on. The four volumes of each dataset are tuned to the
same view angle as the axis navigator is drawn aside the original volume.
Note that although it is the x dimension being reduced, not all datasets have their objects located
such that the x dimension is the most appropriate/needed to downsize with (e.g. statueLeg).
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Opacity
Transfer Function Original SC Scaling Best Slice
nucleon: N = 68, 921 Size = 41→27 × 41 × 41
silicium: N = 73, 984 Size = 64→42 × 34 × 34
fuel: N = 82, 944 Size = 64→42 × 36 × 36
neghip: N = 262, 144 Size = 64→42 × 64 × 64
Figure 5.1: Comprehensive test, group-1
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Opacity
Transfer Function Original SC Scaling Best Slice
hydrogenAtom: N = 1, 384, 448 Size = 128→85 × 104 × 104
heart: N = 2, 307, 303 Size = 131→85 × 104 × 104
statueLeg: N = 3, 411, 798 Size = 166→110 × 221 × 93
lobster: N = 3, 584, 504 Size = 253→168 × 253 × 56
Figure 5.2: Comprehensive test, group-2
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Opacity
Transfer Function Original SC Scaling Best Slice
MRbrain: N = 3, 723, 489 Size = 189→126 × 199 × 99
engine: N = 4, 340, 736 Size = 157→104 × 216 × 128
golfball: N = 4, 626, 918 Size = 163→108 × 166 × 171
BostonTeapot: N = 5, 962, 822 Size = 241→160 × 139 × 178
Figure 5.3: Comprehensive test, group-3
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Opacity
Transfer Function Original SC Scaling Best Slice
bonsai: N = 10, 240, 256 Size = 181→120 × 221 × 256
aneurism: N = 11, 464, 656 Size = 216→144 × 226 × 241
foot: N = 15, 138, 816 Size = 231→154 × 256 × 256
skull: N = 16, 777, 216 Size = 256→170 × 256 × 256
Figure 5.4: Comprehensive test, group-4
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5.2.3 Criteria of success
In this thesis, the downsized volumes in experimentation will be performed with qualitative
analysis, and our discussion will be based on the visual quality of the downsized volume.
Specifically, we look at:
1. Important local shapes (such as the tail fins of the lobster): do they get removed away, or
destroyed (bad aliases, broken component etc.);
2. The global shape: does the global shape as a whole still looks meaningful, at the sense of
showing the content in the original image, and not misleading the viewer to understand those
content.
5.2.4 Discussion
Through a general scan over the sixteen groups of results, the downsized volumes have various
levels of visual quality and distortion of the global shape as compared to the original volume. It is
worth mentioning that only the final stage of the volume after progressive removals of w/3 x-sheets
is shown, without intermediate steps (mainly due to space). We only base our discussion/deduction
on the final scene, but keeping in mind the fact that the entire downsizing process is insightful to
explain how volumetric seam carving performs.
Discussions based on carefully examining the results are as follow:
Cases where volumetric seam carving outperforms overall:
“fuel” (group-1) — the fuel injector dataset is a typical example of demonstrating the ad-
vantage of volumetric seam carving. Scalar data value in this dataset indicates the density of air in
the space, and an important feature is shown via the underlying opacity transfer function that the
right (positive-x) side of the injector has clusters, possibly the air distribution where fuels are being
burned (and therefore air aggregated). The sheet carved volume, although downsized by 1/3, still
persists the features described above, however the scaled or best-sliced volumes have lost them due
to the squeezing process and excessive removals, respectively.
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“bonsai” (group-4) — as for the concern of aesthetics (e.g. branches of the tree, leaves and
shape of container), volumetric seam carving performs better than the other two for this dataset in
that it persists the global shape of the bonsai without having much visible loss of shape; and the
best-sliced volume has its container sliced on both positive- and negative-x sides. Scaling also does
a fair job, but the container of bonsai has been shrinked (“global shape”) along x direction.
“aneurism” (group-4) — volumetric seam carving outperforms in this example, as oppose to
scaling (squeezed then connected components became hard to distinguish with) or “best slice ”(loss
of connectedness due to inproper slice removals). In practice, it is necessary for medical images like
this example to perform topological comparison between downsized and original data to examine
how much the shape has changed.
“skull” (group-4) — as one of the hardest datasets to render, this dataset is challenging to
downsize with along x dimension because of the various bones and their shapes to be preserved.
Scaling almost destroyes the entire nasal bone (nose), while the best-sliced skull has the vertical
portion of mandible distorted due to slices removed from there. Volumetric seam carving gives the
result with the closest shape to that of the original volume.
Cases where volumetric seam carving is outperformed by scaling/best
slice:
“hydrogenAtom” (group-2) — outperformed by scaling, in which the three major components
(two side “sphere”s and the middle torus) are preserved and spatially separated as distinguishable.
Volumetric seam carving does preserve the shape for each of the components, however it loses the
spatial separation and makes it harder to inspect and understand this scientific dataset.
“golfball” (group-3) — as with simple geometry (symmetric, uniform textured), the golf
ball dataset is not typical compared to other 3D images in practice, and scaling does a better job
by only changing the shape from a sphere to an ellipsoid while it is still recognizable as a golf ball.
Volumetric seam carving and best slice, however, both create a fold-like edge in the very middle.
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Cases where it is hard to tell:
“statueLeg” (group-2) — although it appears the sheet carved statue leg persists a much
closer shape to that of the original volume, all three methods have their downsized volumes lost the
toes part, by a significant amount.
“lobster” (group-2) — volumetric seam carving better persists the size and shape of the
main body, however having more than half of the tail fins carved away. Neither does scaling nor
best slice do a fair job in persisting the global/local shape.
“MRbrain” (group-3) — the sheet carved volume obviously persists a better global shape than
that of scaling, which is overly “squeezed” and likely with more aliases created. However, the nose
part of the face in sheet carved volume has been destroyed, as well as that of the best-sliced volume,
due to some sheets that go through the front (face side) of the volume.
“BostonTeapot” (group-3) — is one of the most challenging datasets among the sixteen to
downsize, both for its shape complexity along x dimension and for the implicit aesthetic expectation.
• Best-sliced volume loses much features on the two ends (handle and nozzle) but almost never
removes voxels in the middle, which demonstrates its bias of minimizing the total details on a
perpendicular slice.
• Scaling as usual downsizes the volume without creating shape aliases but loses both the shape
of lobster inside and the aesthetic of teapot.
• Volumetric seam carving though, persists most of the connectedness of shapes of the handle,
middle body and nozzle, however losing the aesthetic appearance as sharp and jaggy (on the handle)
edges created.
Brief summary:
Used as an independent, parameter-fixed algorithm, volumetric seam carving only outperforms
the other two methods for part of the datasets. These datasets have special characteristics such as
they have regions with uniform details in parallel to the dimension being downsized, and they have
shapes that are too complex for trivial approaches so volumetric seam carving easily outperforms
them at the visual level.
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Based on the above observations, the appropriate usage of volumetric seam carving to downsize
volumetric images should be a combination with scaling and best slice plus adjustment on parameters
throughout the process. We conclude such a guidance on usage in Chapter 6.
5.3 e
(
t ◦ I) versus e((t ◦ I) · I)
In Section 3.6.2 we discussed two versions of opacity function encoding into the seam carving
operator, e
(
t ◦ I) and e((t ◦ I) · I), where the only difference between them is whether or not it
multiplies original data value I with the opacity values t ◦ I. In other words, the former encodes
only the user-specified opacity as the “importance” of each data value to resolve occlusion, discarding
what the actual data values are, while the latter encodes “weighted data values” where the “weights”
are the opacity.
For computational efficiency, the two do not have much difference except the latter involves
another set of multiplication operations that adds O(n) time. Figure 5.5 below compares using
these two versions of opacity encoding for their performance on “BostonTeapot” dataset, when the
volume is downsized to 80% of its original width.
Figure 5.5: Comparison between e
(
t ◦ I) and e((t ◦ I) · I) on “BostonTeapot”.
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From experimenting the above comparison (figure only shows partial steps) we found that the
x-sheets computed by each approach differ little in their spatial layouts, indicating that taking off
the multiplication of I does not limit the layout of the sheet, for this particular opacity transfer
function (and any properly-specified ones).
In fact, we argue that with the opacity transfer function specified appropriately, the energy
function of t ◦ I will outperform that of (t ◦ I) · I: based on the assumption that opacity dictates
importance of the data value in 3D rendering, two data values assigned the same opacity should
be equally important, and therefore multiplying I over the opacity t ◦ I will violate such assump-
tion. The final two volumes at 80% of original width in Fig. 5.5 (rendered as a feature isosurface)
show that the simpler version t ◦ I performs significantly better than the other, by both persisting
a smooth shape for teapot’s body and producing very little aliases on the handle.
Brief summary: e
(
t ◦ I) outperforms e((t ◦ I) · I).
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and future work
What we have learned about is the volumetric seam carving operator is its flexibility in
encoding various information to enhance its performance to match expectations from
the user. The graph cut formulation naturally builds connections among voxels, creating potentials
for further topological encoding and analysis. Although seam carving alone may not be the best way
for reducing the size of various kinds of volumetric images, it works both effectively and efficiently
if appropriate parameters are set, as well as used in combination with trivial approaches.
Generally speaking, a volumetric image being downsized should go through the following phases:
1. Cropping (subset of interest selection): manually or automatically (e.g. “best slice”
method, or some estimation of 3D object’s size using simple feature extraction).
2. Specify properly the opacity transfer function: this is a user-driven process and is
central to the task of volume rendering, where for instance semi-automatic solution [Kin99] is
available.
3. Removing sheets exterior to object: with opacity transfer function encoded and backward
energy optimization, remove sheets exterior to the object(s) of interest as long as the sheets
wraps but does not go through the object.
4. Removing sheets that intersect with object: to further reduce the size, sheets that “go
inside” or intersect with the object are to be removed. When removing such sheets, forward
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energy should be used and certain isosurface(s) can be protected (Section 3.5) to preserve
structures of the user’s interest.
5. Stop downsizing where loss of important structure is unavoidable: on the user’s dis-
cretion or by objective evaluations, downsizing needs to be terminated. The level of reduction,
i.e. how much of size reduced from the original data, varies from dataset to dataset and is
dependent on the application.
The biggest limitation of this project is the lack of a rigorously-defined, generic meanwhile
application-oriented evaluation metric, which can be used to supervise the algorithm, set up termi-
nation condition for an automatic process, or guide the manual user-driven process. In scientific
visualization, researchers care and put more analytical emphasis on the topology of data, especially
for three-dimensional datasets. Filling such gap is what we look forward to working on in our future
work. The typical data structure for scalar field topology, the Contour Trees [VKvOB+97], will be
computed to keep track of what happens to the isosurfaces as the volume is sheet carved, as well as
being potentially encoded into the volumetric seam carving operator.
We are also interested in employing volumetric seam carving on the task of volumetric image
segmentation, in combination of the 3D distance fields which dictate for all voxels the spatial dis-
tances to certain objects in the scene. Segmentation may also be useful in surgical decision making,
where a computed sheet over a subset of volume provides a partitioning “cut” that is kept away from
important regions.
In all, the idea is to first learn from the experimentation of volumetric seam carving for volumet-
ric images, at least reinforcing the knowledge on data and the algorithm itself, and opening doors
for possible real-world applications. The author has the hope that this project has demonstrated an
organized formulation of the extended seam carving, as referred to as volumetric seam carving or
sheet carving, and the thoughts written may be insightful to relevant algorithmic and development
some day.
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